Worksheet Set - Spell Master Grade 4

SKILLS COVERED:
- Word Searches
- Alphabetical Order
- Scrambled Letters
- Correct Spelling
- Comprehension

www.essentialskills.net
1.800.753.3727
Find the words in the word search.

APPEAR
BECAUSE
BEAUTIFUL
KETTLE
WRAP
RAINBOW

AIRPORT
GRANDFATHER
CLOUD
WHEEL
FAMILY
Find the words in the word search.

BLAME
BEAVER
SNOWFLAKE
SCRAMBLE
TURTLE
PURPLE

TOMORROW
KNIFE
DISK
VISIT
POCKET
SPOON
Find the words in the word search.

Afternoon  
Throw  
South  
Somehow  
Eight  
Tripped  

Write  
Happen  
Jeans  
Twenty  
Trace  
Summer
Find the words in the word search.

GREATER
RIVER
WEATHER
CHILDREN
MAYBE
PUPPY
GROUCHY
ANOTHER
PURSE
SCHOOL
OFTEN
WRIST
Put these words in alphabetical order:
knock, recess, wrap, balloon, wooden, before, blind, frozen

__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

Put these words in alphabetical order:
sled, strong, skirt, torn, tomorrow, trick, right, wrist

__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

__________________
Put these words in alphabetical order:
mouse, purple, large, march, pass, patch, birthday, winter

__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

Put these words in alphabetical order:
howl, freight, kiss, half, through, nurse, fresh, table

__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

www.essentialskills.net
Unscramble the letters to make real words.

ARDGEN

TIHDR

CUEL

PIATN

LGOYR

SDESLI

CEREVL

NSERU

SHCOLO

FLLOWO
Unscramble the letters to make real words.

RFHSE ___________
ROMPARG ___________
URTHT ___________
IWRENT ___________
FARONENOT ___________
OOESCH ___________
IAWBNOR ___________
NSEKE ___________
USERPP ___________
RDIKN ___________
Circle the correct spelling of the words you see.

birthday  birthday  burthday  birthday

dream  dreem  dreaym  dreame

sleeeve  sleive  sleev  sleeve

summer  sumer  summeer  summere

mouse  moase  mous  mause

shadow  shadowe  sadow  schadow
Circle the correct spelling of the words you see.

knock  nock  knok  knauk
	runing  runninng  running  runnong

hurry  hurrie  hury  hurri

cildryn  children  children  children

drieve  driv  driev  drive

brawuke  broke  brocke  brok
Circle the correct spelling of the words you see.

yesterday  yestererday  yesterdaye  yeesterdady

cloude    cloud    claud    clawde

airpaurt  aireporte  airport  aireport

strange   straynge  strang   strainghe

dont      don't     do'nt    dont'

hyte      hiete     height    hite
Circle the correct spelling of the words you see.

class  clas  klass  clase

reeturn  returne  return  rieturn

paour  puor  poore  poor

gintle  gentel  gentle  geentel

didn't  dedn't  did'nt  didnt'

beecause  becaus  because  beacause
Use the words below to fill in the blanks.

I will _________ you a nice picture.

Basketball is a kind of ________.

I will tie the package up together with some _________.

The ____________ comes between the morning and the evening.

In the summer, we took a _______ to the beach.

The _________ is nice and sunny today.

I stayed up too late last night, so I am _________ today.

The _________ fruit was picked right off of the tree.

paint  trip
sleepy  sport
fresh  afternoon
string  weather
Use the words below to fill in the blanks.

The day after today is ____________.

"I know a shortcut. Just ________ me!"

Be careful, the ________ is full of hot water.

The garden is full of beautiful ____________.

When you ________, you go back to a place you have been before.

We are close to being there. We are ________ there.

_______ the funniest person in our class.

What are you going to do when you finish your dinner ________?

kettle          tomorrow
Tonight         return
Almost          flowers
He's           follow
Use the words below to fill in the blanks.

It is against the rules. We _________ do that.

A ____________ is an imaginary creature from legends.

We are late for class. We had better _________ to get there!

You have to _________ - do you want this one or that one?

When _________ freezes, it becomes ice.

We are going to my grandparents' house for a _________.

Be careful, the _________ is very sharp.

We found a small green _________ in the pond.

hurry
frog
dragon
water
choose
knife
can't
visit
Use the words below to fill in the blanks.

When you are standing in the sun, you can see your __________ on the ground.

My sister was __________ that the weekend was over.

________ my dog Charlie. Isn't he cute?

Before you exercise, you should ________ your muscles.

Can you ________ me how to solve this problem?

It does not ________ to be cold today.

It is cold out tonight, so don't forget your ________.

The scuba divers went to explore an old ________ of a ship.

that's stretch
jacket wreck
show appear
shadow unhappy